The Master of Arts in Language and Communication (MLC) is a professionally-oriented program within the Linguistics Department at Georgetown University.

The MLC’s goal is to cultivate strong research and analytical abilities in sociolinguistics, specifically ethnography, discourse analysis, and pragmatics.

The MLC offers professionalization and career education activities designed to help linguists communicate the value of their training to professional organizations and industries where an understanding of language & communication is a key to success.

WHEN 3 - 5 pm, Friday, September 28th, 2012
(following Graduate School of Arts and Sciences information session)
WHERE Georgetown University Department of Linguistics
(Poulton Hall 255, 1437 37th Street NW, Box 571051, Washington, DC 20057-1051)
R.S.V.P. TO Dr. Anna M. Trester, Co-Director  amt23@georgetown.edu  (202) 687-7117
MORE INFO http://mlc.linguistics.georgetown.edu